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I. INTRODUCTION 

The Model 67 Electro-Pneumatic Car Retarder, developed by WABCO 
Signal and Communications Division, is a fast acting operable retarder capable of 
handling 160 ton cars for use in classification yards and for industrial applications. 

II. DESCRIPTION 

The Model 67 Electro-Pneumatic Car Retarder is composed of a series of 
simple self-contained interchangeable cylinder units, spaced every third 
tie, on each side of the track, to which the brake beams and their associated brake 
shoes are attached. 

The cylinder units consist essentially of a pneumatic cylinder and a pair of 
levers which are connected together; and which separately, and as a unit, can 
swing around a common pin. This pin, called the lever fulcrum pin, is supported 
at each end by rail support bearings which rest on the ties. The levers are cen
tered ,with relation to the rail by means.of a spring .bolt assembly which is mounted 
in a housing formed in the lower lever. 

Inasmuch as the braking pressure on the car wheels is applied directly 
through the levers by air pressure in the cylinder, it is not affected by thickness 
of car wheels. Because the cylinder and lever assembly is free to rotate on a 
single fulcrum pin, the internal friction of the retarder is very low and the pres
sure on both sides of the car wheels is equalized and not affected by spacing of 
wheels on the axle. 

The arrangement of the brake beams and cylinder unit is designed so that 
pressure on the car wheels for any given air pressure in the cylinder is substan
tially constant as the car passes through the retarder and is not affected by the 
number of wheels in the retarder at one time. Retardation is therefore not re
duced by variations in wheel width, and high concentrations of pressure on car 
wheels such as might cause light cars to be squeezed out from between the brake 
shoes are avoided. As an additional precaution, guide rails are provided at the 
end of the retarder to prevent any car which might be raised ( because of heavy 
beads on the wheels ) from being derailed. 

Air pressure in the cylinder (and therefore the retardation) can be in
creased or decreased as desired with the car in the retarder. The resultant 
change in effective retardation takes place almost instantly and without the move
ment of any parts. The relative movement of parts when the retarder is moved 
between its open and closed positions is extremely small. Brake shoes are ar
ranged to span the joint between adjacent brake beam sections resulting in cars 
being retarded smoothly and quietly, thus reducing the shock and wear on car 
retarder parts. 

The retarder can be installed on a curve. It can be arranged as either a 
single or double-rail retarder and made up in any desired length. The control 
and piping are normally arranged so that no valve is controlling more than 16 
cylinders. 
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The retarder is universal in application; that is, the same parts and assem
bly may be applied to :either a right-hand or left-hand rail without change, and the 
valve can be located vn either the right-hand or left-hand side. 

The air line is the only metallic connection between the two sides of the 
retarder, and by insulating this, track circuits may be run through the retarder. 
Track circuits can be ended within the retarder by installing an insulated rail joint 
and two pairs of right and left-hand end brake beams or, where a nwnber of suc
cessive track circuits are required in the retarder, the retarder can be furnished 
with insulated rail supports, in which case the shoes and beams are continuous 
beyond the insulated joint separating the track circuits. See Figure 4. 

There is ample space for tie tamping. Snow falls clear of the rail and 
working parts of the retarder. Ties do not have to be dapped. 

The bearing surfaces of the levers which engage the pins are fitted with re
placeable bushings. 

III. PRL~CIPI;ES OF OPERATION 

The air to each cylinder is supplied through pipes and hose connections to 
the retarder cylinders from a control valve. The valve is remotely controlled to 
provide various pressures. When air is admitted to the cylinder, the levers mo\·e 
the brake beams and shoes into engagement with the car wheels in a manner simi
lar to the action of a pair of pliers. When air is vented from the cylinder, the 
upper lever, which carries the outside brake beams, moves to its open position 
by gravity and comes to rest when the upper lever spring nuts strike bosses pro
vided on the rail support bearings. The lower lever, which carries the inside 
brake beams, moves to its open position through the combined effect of gravity 
and the lower lever return spring, and comes to rest when the piston is pushed 
all the way back in the cylinder. The upper lever stop springs and the lower 
lever centering spring arrangements are designed so that when the retarder is in 
the closed or open position, the levers and cylinder, and their associated brake 
beams and shoes, can swing as a unit on the lever fulcrwn pin. This swing is 
equivalent to at least 1/2 in. travel of the brake shoes on either side of their posi
tions shown on Figure 5. With the retarder in the closed position, this permits 
the brake shoes to adjus~ themselves to the varying gage of car wheels; and with 
the retarder in the open position, it permits the brake shoes to adjust themselves 
to allow the passage or all car and locomotive wheels. 

IV. INSTALLATION 

The following assembly instructions are divided into two categories: (A) 
cylinder unit assembly and (B) general assembly. As retarders are shipped from 
the factory made up into cy Under unit assemblies, ( see Figure 5. ) less brake 
beams, it is unnecessary to follow the instructions under "A. Cylinder Unit As
semblies" when installing a new retarder. They should be followed, however, 
when rebuilding a cylinder unit dismantled during maintenance or overhaul. 

Section X lists special tools and gages for installation and maintenance of 
Model 67 Car Retarders. 
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A Pnewnatic Impact Wrench is recommended for tightening brake shoe nuts. 
It can also be used for turning other bolted assemblies. 

A. Cylinder Unit Assemblies 

I. The various cylinder units should be assembled on the ties in accord
ance with Figure 5. The holes in the ties should be accurately. spaced and drilled 
square with the top of the tie so that assemblies will fit in place easily. This may 
be done at some convenient location, and preferably one where a chain tackle or 
crane is available, or may be set up. The maximwn weight of most cylinder unit 
components is approximately 475 lbs. ( and the weight of the two complete cylinder 
units, assembled on a pair of ties, is approximately 1-1/2 tons). 

2. All lever pins, pin retainers, and holes into which they are assembled, 
and the spring housing in the lower lever should be packed with approximately 2 
lbs. of grease. Grease conforming to WABCO Spec. No. M-7650-01 (formerly 
Spec. No. 2513) is recommended. See catalog Plate P-8000 for specification. 

3. The lower lever spring bolt nut should be tightened 
securely periodically using wrench, Figure 3A, and the 1/4 in. 

by 1-374 in. cotter pin inserted back of the nut. 
4. Adjust the upper lever so that with the retarder in the open position, 

i. e. , no air in the cylinder, the distance from the bottom of the rail support bear
ing to the center line of the upper lever pin is 19-3/4 in. This adjustment is made 
by adjusting the length of the upper lever stop springs. There are two of these 
springs on each upper lever, and they should be adjusted so that both stop spring 
nuts bear on their respective rail support bearing pads. The upper lever stop 
spring nut may be held from turning by using wrench, Figure 3A, and the actual 
adjustment made by turning the l in. bolt. 

B. General Assembly 

The general assembly of the retarders should be made in accordance with 
approved installation plans furnished with each installation. 

For general guidelines and maintenance purposes, Figure 4 , which shows 
typical layouts and assemblies, is provided in this pamphlet. 

The assembly may be made either in the track or at some convenient point 
from which it can be moved to its place in the track by means of a locomotive 
crane. 

1. If the retarder is to be assembled in position in the track, approxi
mately 16 hours should be allowed for a 12 unit double-rail retarder, and all the 
preliminary work possible should be done in advance. 
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a. Space the complete cylinder units accurately 6 ft. 3 in. apart, 
center line to center line. The cylinder units having the smaller 
cylinders should be located at the entering end of a retarder sec
tion as shown on the application drawing. It is essential that the 
units be spaced accurately in order that the brake beams and 
brake shoes will fit properly. 



b. Fasten the intermediate and end rail supports to their ties and 
place them in position. 

c. Install rail. Cast steel guide rails are furnished for double-rail 
retarders, and should be installed at the leaving end. A well 
braced guard rail, providing a minimum of 2 in. flangeway should 
be furnished by the railroad company for single-rail retarders, 
and installed as shown on Figure 4, on the rail opposite the re
tarder. The guard rail is to prevent cars from being derailed 
should they be raised in the retarder, but it should pro\·ide suf
ficient flangeway to clear the wheels during normal operation, 
otherwise it might prevent slow running, or intentionally stopped 
c.ar.s which have been released, from moving out of the retarder. 
The rails which run through the retarder may. when necessary, 
fo.r large rails, be spliced over the intermediate rail support and , 
for smaller rails, may be spliced between the intermediate rail 
support and the rail support bearing. It may be necessary in 
some cases to use a special thin splice bar. 

d~~ ' Install brake beams in accordance with arrangements shown on 
Figure 4. The pairs of right and left-hand end brake beams whfch 
are installed at an insulated break are the same as ones at enter
ing and leaving end of retarders. The brake beams may be con
veniently handled by means of rail tongs. The beam should be 
installed on the cylinder unit levers by inserting the lugs on the 
underside of the beam into the notches pro\•ided in the lever table. 
To position the beam, slide it forward to engage the lugs on the 
lever head. 

e. Install the thrust block, shims, and shim bolts as in Figure 5 so 
that the thrust block interlocks with the brake beam. Install the 
shims so that the projections ( dimples ) of the shims all face to
ward the thrust block. 

f. Install brake shoes in accordance with arrangement shown on 
Figure 4 • The brake shoes should be installed so as to span the 
joint between adjacent brake beams and be fastened to both, end
ing at the center of the brake beams. All of the brake shoe bolts 
should be inserted in any particular brake shoe before any of the 
nuts are securelv tightened. 

g. Install piping. 

2. If the retarder is to be lifted as a complete unit and installed in the 
track, it should be first assembled on ties with the rail in place. Chains are 
placed around the beams and under the rail with wooden blocks between the brake 
shoes to hold them in their open position. The chains must be adjusted so that the 
retarder will balance properly when lifted. 

a. Sections, 7 units long, ( 14 cylinder double-rail ) can be handled at 
one time. Sections, 14 units long, can be handled using 2 cranes, 
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but it is preferable to handle them in two separate sections. The 
weight of a twelve cylinder unit double rail Model 67 retarder, 
complete with ties, rail and guide rails, is approximately 25 tons. 

b. The ballast should be leveled off to the proper height before the 
retarder is set on it. Crushed rock or slag ballast is recom
mended. The retarder is very accessible for tamping, and 
should be kept tamped up in proper alignment. 

c. Particular care should be taken in preparing the bed for a re
tarder installed on filled ground to prevent sinking. 

3. Install the valve foundation, valve and piping in accordance with plans 
furnished at the time of installation. Connect control wires in accordance with an 
approved wiring diagram. 

4. Paint with a good grade of weather-resisting black 
paint such as WABCO Spec. PP-7768-2. The parts of the re-
tarder ha~~ been given a rust-resisting priming coat at the factory. 

5. After the retarder has been in service for a few days, the various 
bolts should be tightened. 

V. ADJUSTME1'1T OF BRAKE SHOES 

The brake shoes of the Model 67 Car Retarder are adjusted through the use 
of 1/8 in. and 3/8 in. shims stored at the back face of the lever head. The shims 
are inserted in the gap obtained when a pinch bar is applied in the recess between 
the iever head and the thrust block. The adjusting shims should face in the same 
direction as the stored shims. After the proper adjustments ha,·e been made, the 
bolt head securing the shims and thrust block to the lever head should be tightened. 

Brake shoe gages, Figure 3B, placed as shown in Figure 5 ,should be used 
in making the adjustment. A brake shoe gage should be placed between the brake 
shoes at each cylinder unit with the large end of the gage toward the gage side of 
the rail, and the retarder closed by at least 20 lbs-. air pressure ( any one of the 
operating pressures may be used). The brake shoe gage is a spring de,ice, and 
telescopes when the brake shoes are closed on it, the spring being strong enough 
to take up the lost motion in the various parts. It has marks cut into its circum
ference for indicating the proper relation of the inside brake shoes to the rail, 
and also the proper gage of the retarder. The gage of the retarder is the clear 
distance between the bearing surface of the pairs of inside and outside brake shoes. 
In using the gage the groove that is 1-3/8 in. back from the end should be lined up 
with the actual gage side of the rail head and not from the wear. If the rail through 
the retarder becomes worn or is nofto proper gage, it is necessary to allow for 
this in adjusting the brake shoes because the alignment obtained using the adjust
ing gage is based on the rail being to gage. The adjustment should be such that 
when a car is retarded, the upper lever supporting the cylinder will be pushed down 
and the lower lever pushed up into the cylinder. This avoids excessive deflection 
of brake shoes and increases their life. 
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The inside brake shoes should be adjusted first and should be so adjusted 
that the face of the brake shoes is 1-3/8 in. to 1-1/2 in. from the gage side of the 
rail. There is a groove on the brake shoe gage 1-3/8 in. back from the end, for 
checking this adjustment. If the brake shoes are badly out of adjustment, they 
should be brought up to the correct adjustment by inserting the correct thickness 
of shims. and then passing on to the next cylinder unit, because the adjustment of 
one unit affects that of the adjacent ones to some extent. 

The outside shoes should then be adjusted so as to make the gage of the re
tarder 5 in. There is a groove on the gage which corresponds to the 5 in. dimen
sion. This 5 in. gage opening should not be allowed to exceed 5-1/4 in. at any 
time. 

f", It is desir~b'le to maintain the gage of the retarder 1/8 in. wider at the 
entering end and leaving end cylinder units, especially where cars enter the re
tarder nosed to one side. 

Brake shoes should be replaced when the 1-3/8 in. vertical wearing face 
of the shoe has been worn away. Never allow brake shoes to wear so far that the 
car wheels are 'braked by any portion of the brake shoe other than the upper i-3/8 
in. vertical wearing face. (Retarder effectiveness will decrease materially if 
braking area is lowered relative to elevation of rail.) 

. VI. POINTS OF WEAR 

The repeating motion and the weaving action of the brake 
shoes will tend to wear both surfaces at the following points 
of contact: 

a. Between the cast lugs and underside of the lever 
"T" head. (Figure l point A). 

b. Between edge of beam farthest from rail on top of 
lever pad. (Figure l point B) 

c. Between beam outer rib and the "C" shaped thrust 
Block. (Figure 1 point C) 

Other points of wear on the retarder consist of the 
fulcrum pin, upper and lower cylinder pins and their bearings. 
(Figure 2 points D, E, and F) 
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VII SUGGESTED WEAR LIMITS 

A measure of the wear in Paragraphs VI a and VI b can be 
made by measuring the amount the brake shoes and beams can be 
lifted. Raise the beams by means of a crowbar hooked under
neath the brake shoe lip at a cylinder unit with the retarder 
closed without a car. The lift is the change in the height 
of the brake shoe with respect to the top of the rail. The 
maximum lift that should be permitted before undertaking 
repairs is 5/8". (NOTE: Make sure brake shoes are tight to 
avoid erroneous readings.) 

The wear in Paragraph VI a.should not be allowed to .exceed 
3/8". Clearance provided in new retarder is approximately 
3/16". 

Lost motion at D, Figure 2, between the fulcrum pin and 
bushings should not be allowed to exceed l/l6w. This may be checked 
by measuring the a.mount the levers move when they are jacked 
up. (NOTE: Use caution not to damage grease fittings.) 

: .. " 

Lost motion at E and F, Figure 2, between the upper and the 
lower cylinder pins and their bushings should not be allowed 
to exceed 1/16". 

Although the figures given.in the foregoing represent the 
maximum wear limits, it is adviseable to repair any of the parts, 
at a lesser amount of wear, should they be out of service for 
any other reason. 

VIII METHOD OF RECONDITIONING 

All surfaces of wear listed in Paragraph VI, except the 
wear on the underside of the lever "T" head (Para. VI a) and 
on top of lever pads (Para. VI b) can be taken care of without 
taking the retarder out of service for an objectionable length 
of time by removing and replacing individual brake beams and the 
"C" shaped thrust blocks with new or reconditioned ones. The 
wear on the top of the lever pads (Para. VI b) can also be 
repaired by welding at the time the beams are removed. 

When the wear on the underside of the lever "T" head exceeds 
an average of approximately 1/8" or the main fulcrum pin and 
bushings require renewal. two methods of handling are possible·. 

a. Remove the rail and cylinder units from one entire 
side of the retarder, leaving the ti•s in place. 
Replace these cylinder units with new or reconditioned 
retarder material. (In this method the ballast 
has not been disturbed, but is assumes that the 
ties are in reasonable condition. Only a small 
crane is required). 
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b. Remove a portion of the retarder that is controlled 
by one valve complete with ties and rail; replacing 
with a spare retarder made up of new or repaired 
parts. This method requires less "down time" in 
humping operations as the worn section can be 
removed as a unit and the replacement section in 
place immediately, having been assembled outside 
the track. This, however, requires the use of 
a heavy crane. 

The method used would depend on the general condition of 
retarder, rail, ties, and ballast, and on how much time is 
available for working.on the retarder while in the track. 

IX MAINTENANCE 

The various parts of the retarder are readily accessible for inspection and 
replacement. Shut-off valves are provided in the air supply lines to each cylinder 
unit so that any portion of the retarder can be cut out without affecting the re
mainder. Adjustment for brake shoe wear can be readily made and special gages 
for checking the adjustment and taking up slack are provided. A set of wrenches 
will be furnished upon request with the retarder, for tightening the various bolts 
used in assembly. 

Since the retarder is made up of a series of interchangeable cylinder units, 
only relatively few parts need to be carried in stock for maintenance purposes to 
provide maximum protection. The retarder uses only three types of pins and only 
two types of bushings. The joining surf aces between the brake beams and thrust 
block, and between the lower lug of the brake beam and the underside of the lever 
head are hardened to give maximum wear resistance, and if necessary, can be 
readily resurfaced by welding. 

A. Lubrication - Cylinder Unit Assemblies 

Each cylinder unit assembly has thirteen points of lubrication pro\.1ded with 
pressure hydraulic fittings, as indicated on Figure S , and should be lubricated as 
follows: 

1. The upper and lower lever pin bearings, lever fulcrum pin bearings, 
and piston rod bearing should be lubricated through the fittings (11 in all) with 
grease meeting WABCO Spec. No. M-7650-01 (formerly Spec. No. 2513) -
grease to be applied until some squeezes out through the end of the bearing. 
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2. The spring housing should also be lubricated with grease, Spec. No. 
M-7650-01 (formerly Spec. No. 2513), through the fitting provided. This is not 
a closed bearing, so grease should not be applied until some forces out. Not more 
than 1/8 lb. need be applied at a time. Once a year the fittings and the bushing 
into which it is screwed should be removed, and about 1/2 pt. of medium oil ap
plied. The condition of this spring housing assembly can best be determined by 
observing from time to time the condition of the spring bolt parts which are ex
posed beneath the housing. 

3. Retarder Cylinders 

The retarder cylinders have a lubricating fitting and an overflow cock 
located opposite one---another in the cylinder flange. To lubricate, open grease 
overflow cock in cylinder flange. Move retarder to closed position and apply 
grease, WABCO Spec. No. 7651-2 (formerly Spec. No. M-158-1 ), through the 
fitting until some is forced out through the overflow cock. Then close overflow 
cock. 

4. Tl!~ exposed surfaces of pins and piston rod should be coated with 
Rustproof Compound, WABCO AO 413 9 0. 

After the retarder has been in service for awhile, the proper interval be
tween lubrications can be determined. At the start, we recommend that the re
tarder be lubricated at least once for each 10, 000 cars retarded. We strongly 
recommend the use of a power-operated compressor for lubricating the parts of 
the cylinder unit covered in Paragraph A. 1, and 2; that is, those that are lubri
cated with grease, Spec. No. M-7650-01 (formerly Spec. No. 2513 ), because, 
with its use, the bearings can be more satisfactorily lubricated than with a hand 
compressor, and, in addition, a great saving in the time required for lubrication 
will be effected. A separate hand compressor can be used for lubricating the 
piston of the cylinder and the control valve, using cylinder lubricant, Spec. No. 
M-7651-2 (formerly Spec. No. M-158-1 ). However, if many retarders are in
volved, an additional power-operated lubricator is recommended for this purpose. 

Specification and ordering references covering the lubricants mentioned in 
the following instructions are given on Catalog Plate P-8000. 
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X. TOOL LIST 

Following is a tool list for installation and maintenance of Model 67 Car 
Retarders. The index letters in this list are keyed to Figure 3. Special tools re
quired for adjusting control valves are not listed in this pamphlet. Refer to ap
propriate control valve pamphlet. 

INDEX 
LETTER 

A 

B 

c 

D 
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DESCRIPTION WABCO Part# 

Wrench, for Brake Beam Adjusting 
Screw Locknut & Lower Lever 
Spring Stopnut (1) and for upper 
lever Ml88733 

Gage, Brake Shoe (12) Nl88823 

Handle, Tubular #30, for Box
ocket Wrench ( 1) 

Wrench, #254 Heavy Duty Offset 
Boxocket, for Tightening Tap 
Bolts of Lever Fulcrum Retainer 
(1) 

Handle, WABCO P. 15279, 3/4" 
WABCO Stop Cock #22203 (1) for 
air shut-off locks to cylinders 
and tool outlets. 

Wrench, Apex Universal Socket 
Apex #KX-709-6, with Socket for 
l" Drive on One End and 1-7/16" 
Hex on Opposite End (1) for 
Brake Shoe Bolt Nut. 

Wrench, Ingersoll-Rand Reversible 

J039844 

J039929 

J032817 

J039851 

Impact, Size 534 for l" Drive (1) J039859 

Wrench, Apex Universal Socket 
Apex KX-718-6, with Socket for 
1" Drive on One End and 2" Hex 
on the Opposite End (1) For 
Railchair Hold down stud nuts. J039890 

Lubricator, Aiemite Model 711A, 
Portable, with 12" Rubber Tired 
Wheels, 20' of 317875-20 Grease 
Hose & 50' of 317802-50 Air Hose. 
Cart to have Leg Extensions (1) J039983 

Wrench, for Brake Shoe Bolts (1) R438013 



INDEX 
LETTER DESCRIPTION PART NO. 

Wrench, for Lower Lever Spring Bolt Nut, 1\1188734 
Brake Shoe Bolt Nut 

Wrench, 7 /8" Socket #975A without Pin J39715 
Handle, for use with Ratchet Wrench used 
on Rail Clip Bolts ( 1 ) 

Wrench, Open End with One HP1.d & 1-7 /8" J39800 
Nominal Opening, B. & S. #llA ( 1) for thrust 
Block Bolts. 

Socket ( 1) M374436 
Socket, 1-1/2 Hex Heavy Duty, Impact, J397080 

~ . l'' Sq. Drive ( 1) for upper lever stop 
spring bolt 

. 
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Figure 3. Special Tools and Gages 
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XI. PARTS LIST 

A. Master and Group Retarder 

The following parts list of the Model 67 Master and Group Retarders is keyed to 
Figure 4 which shows a typical layout. 

ITEM NO. 

l 
2 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 

MASTER AND GROUP RETARDER 

DESCRIPTION 

Bolt, Brake Shoe 
Nut, Hex., 7/8• 
Cylinder Unit, 12• 
Hose, 1-1/2 x 40 
Valve, Exhaust X-2 
Cylinder Unit, 14-1/2• 

~ ,Hose, 3/4• x 39• 
Valve, Control, HS-2 
Nipple, Pipe, 1/2 x 2 
Union, Galv. R.R. 112• 
Pressure Unit, Du-1 
Cock, Stop, 3/ 4 
Bushing, Red, 2/4 x 1/2 
Support, Pipe 
screw, 1/4 x l Hex. s. cap 
Washer, Lock 1/4• 
Nut, Hex., 1/4• 
Screw, Lag, 5/16 x 2 
Clamp, conduit, 1• 
Union, Insulated, 1-112• 
Beam, Brake Shoe, Intermediate 
Shoe, Long Brake 
Shoe, Short Brake 
Shoe, L.B. End Brake 
Shoe, R.H. End Brake 
Beam, R.H., End Brake Shoe 
support,· Entering End 
Beam, L.H., End Brake Shoe 
Clamp, Conduit, 2• 
Stud, 1-1/4 
Nut, Square, 1-1/4• 
Nut, Red., 1-1/4• 
Washer, Lock 1-1/4 
Stud, 1-1/4 
Strap, Tie 
Screw, Lag, 3/4 x 6 
washer, Cast Iron 
Plate, Guide Rail Tie 
Clip, Rail (Guide Rail) 

* See specific installation drawing. 

PART NUMBER 

J466075-0101 
J480267 

* 
J075257 
0451132-0301 

* 
J75245 
0451132-0201 
M031814 
J033530 
N344021 
J032150 
J032030 
M344313 
JOS0019 
J047766 
J048002 
J050354 
J069703 
Nl49779 
J792581-019 
J027331 
J027332 
J027329 
J027330 
J792581-00S 

* 
. J792581-051 

J069704-000l 
* 

J048235 
J048176 
J792581-048 

* 
* 

J050347 
Ml77822 

* 
* 
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ITEM NO. 

41 
41A 
42 
42A 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 

MASTER AND GROUP RETARDER (Cont'd.} 

DESCRIPTION 

Rail, Outer Guide, L.B. 
Rail, Outer Guide, R.H. 
Rail, Inner Guide, L.H. 
Rail, Inner Guide, R.R. 
stud, 1-1/4 
Washer, Plate, 1-5/16 
Stud, 1-1/4 
Coupling, Pipe 1-1/2 
Tee, Galv., 3/4• 
Cock, Brass, 112• 
Nipple, Pipe, 1/2 x 5 
Reducer, Galv., 3/4 x 1/2 
Ell, Galv., 3/4• 
Hose, 1/2 x 13-3/4 

,. 'clip, Rail (Cylinder & Intermediate} 
Bolt, 7/8 x 3-1/4 
Nut, Stay-On Lock, 7/8 
Clamp, Pipe 
Block, Thrust 
Shim, 1/8 
Shim, 3/8 
Bolt, Brake Beam Adj. 
Ell, R.R. Union, 3/4• 
Washer, 1/4 
Screw, Hex., 1/4 x 3/4 
Clamp, Conduit, 1-112• 
Support, Pipe 
Clamp, Conduit, 3/4• 
Ell, Galv.; 3/4• 
Cock, Stop, 3/4• 
Ell. Street, 3/4• 
Box, 4-Way Junction 
Union, Female, 3/4• 
cord, Flex., 2-Cond., 116 
Valve, SV-1 
Ell, R.R. Union 3/4• 
Support, Int. Rail 
Clip, Rail (Cylinder & Intermediate) 
Bolt, Square, 7/8• x 3-1/4• 
Nut, Stay-on, 7/8• 
Bolt, Square, 112• x 3• 
Shield, Expansion, 1/2• 
Hose, 3/4• x 19• 

* See specific installation drawing. 
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PART NUMBER 

Ml88381-001 
Ml88380-001 
Ml77391-001 
Ml77390-001 

* 
J792581-047 

* 
J032314 
J033288 
J032250 
M031815 
J033005 
J032460 
J075214 

* 
J792581-046 
J048579 
M211053 
J79258l-026 
J792581-063 
J792581-024 
J79258l-023 
J033588 
J047501 
J50016 
J069704 
M396818 
J069702 
J032460 
J032150 
J032483 
N393981 
J335000 
A045105 
N379985 
J033588 

* 
* 

J792581046 
J048579 
J046664 
J056350 
J075259 
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....... .... ... 





B. Cylinder Unit Assembly 

The following parts list of the Model 67 Retarder Cylinder Unit Assembly is 
keyed to Figure S. 

ITEM NO. 

l 

2 

3 

4 
5 
6 
1 
8 

9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 

CYLINDER UNIT ASSEMBLY 

DESCRIPTION 

Cylinder, 14-1/2•, 3-3/a• Stroke 
Cylinder, 12•, 3-3/a• stroke 
Follower, Piston (14-1/2• Cyl.) 
Follower, Piston c12• Cyl.) 
Packing (14-1/2• Cyl.) 
Packing (12• Cyl.) 
Bolt, Hex. (14-1/2• & 12• Cyl.) 
Washer, Lock, 1;2• (14-1/2• & 12• Cyl.) 
Plug, Pipe, 1/2• (14-1/2• & 12• Cyl.) 
Ell, Street, 1;2• (14-1/2• & 12• Cyl.) 
Fitting, Lube, l/a• (14-1/2• ) 
Fitting, Lube (12• Cyl.) 
Pin, Upper Lever 
Pin, Retainer 
Screw, Hex. Cap, 3/4 x l-3/4 
Washer, Lock, 3/4 
Lever, Upper 
Clip, Rail 
N~t, 7/8• 
Bolt, Sq. Hd., 7/8 x 3-1/4 
Gage, Brake Shoe 
Block, Thrust 
Shim 
Shim 
Washer, Plate, l-5/16 
Washer, Plate, l-l/4 
Bolt 
Bolt, Lower Lever Spring Assembly 
Bolt, Tee, 3/4 x 2-1/2 
Nut, Stay-on, 3/4 
Support, Lower Lever Stop 
Pin, Cotter, 1/4 x 1-3/4 
Support, L.B. Rail 
Support, R.H. Rail 
Retainer, Lever Pul. Pin 
Retainer, Lever, Ful. Pin 
Pin, Cotter, 1/4 x 2 
Bolt, Hex., 1-1/8 x 3-1/2 
Washer, Lock, 1-1/8 
Pin, Lever Fulcrum 
Fitting, Lub, 1/4 P.T. 67-1/2° 

* See specific installation drawing. 

PART NUMBER 

J792581-017 
J792581-006 
J792581-073 
Ml89l07 
J067440-0101 
J067414 
M333085 
J047783 
J792581-059 
J03248l 
J039188 
J039137 
J792581-092 
J792581-015 
J79258l-050 
J047772 
J79258l-08l 

* 
J048579 
J79258l-046 
Nl88823 
J79258l-026 
J792581-063 
J79258l-024 
J79258l-047 
J79258l-048 
J79258l-023 
N451079-2901 
J460137 
J048586 

... 
J048644 

* 
* 

J792581-094 
J792581-095 
J048645 
J463002 
J04755l 
J792581-008 
J039144 
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ITEM NO. 

38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
so 
51 
52 
53 
54 
SS 
56 

CYLINDER UNIT ASSEMBLY (Cont'd.) 

DESCRIPTION 

Nut, Square, 1-1/4 
Washer, cast 
Lever, Lower 
Nut, Hex., 1-1/4 
Nut, Stop, Opper Lever 
Retainer 
Spring, Stop, Opper Lever 
Bolt, Hex., 1 x 5-1/8 
Pin, Lower Lever 
Bushing, Insulated 
Washer, Plate, 1-1/4 
Washer, Insulated 
Stud, 1-1/4 
Stud, 1-1/4 

~ 'washer 
Bushing, Insulated 
Stud, 1-1/4 
Washer (As Required - See Note 4) 
Bushing Lever Fulcrum Pin 

* See specific installation drawing. 
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PART NUMBER 

J048235 
Ml77822 
J7925Bl-080 
J04Bl76 
J7925Bl-Oll 
J04B564 
J068681 
J7925Bl-022 
J7925Bl-093 

J047510 
* 
* 
* 

J792581-020 
* 

M261312 
M451079-2501 



ADJUSfMENfS. l(SfS. ANO CLEARANCES 

NOH t .. A;, fnt a11cf Adiw,...nl 

A. Aft• a......Wr, opera•• cyltnc-' by oir pinwt• and PfflCM'"' 
I. ancfC. 
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NOTE 2 .. With the re"1JNf In clORd podtlon, ,...,. """' N • ~16· ~ 

gop betw•en the hub. ond tM vppe, tN111 to,w., l.v•• ond th. boflOffl ol 

lh. ,oil Hlflng Oft tt. fop of plaM ol lM mll wppo,I. 

NOTE 3 .. low..- fev• tpd"I Loll COfflflt.le wifh tptlnf, cop ond lfop nut,. 
NOit .C - With ;v1• 1otof cleoronc• IMtwHn11ppet l•wr ondroif "'Pf*', apply 
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fofMt, Item 32, oncl CM.lfdde .._ of toll tupp0th, lteMt 29 ond 30. 

lUIIICAIION 

NOi£ 5 • A, Dud .. ,. ....... , 

( I , All lev• f"n1, pin retolRCll'I ond hole• Into which they fit lo 

t..thor°"91,drcaot•d•ilhf'•M, S,-c. " .. 1uo .. 01 

f2) Sping hov•lng In lowet le.- to be pqchd with opp,o.iift'ICJtelr 

two pound, of,, ... , s,.c.. M-76».0t. 

I. After A11Mmfy 

( I ) l.w« ond lower l•wer b.otlng, lev• fufcrU111 phi roil 

wpport NOrln;s, end plllol tod NOring to N 1"11itlcated 

'"'"' htLrlcatlng numvt, ,, ... ond 37, (10 •• all) wifh 

•••• SpK. N-HS0-01. O..eaMtobtopplledlll'tfUto111e 

.qvcun ~• tlwu end Qf beo1lng. 

{2) Pi'liOA podcing fo be lubrlciatcd wllh WAICO btollo cyllrkMf 

1.Awkanl, Spec. M·7651-2. Mo¥•'*'°'*' fn cloted poll• 

llon. Cl0ttt th. 1/8• ptl cod,, lhta gi" Mwtaf tf.ttt of 

greatO, Wh.n the pl,lfflf)lng of tt. 8"40~ p .ueh nt0t• 
1Ni1tance, lho 1/8" pet coc• to be oponod until 9'90M 

flawt out, and them ctowd. 

(3 ) bpoMd fllOCftln.d turfoc.fl ta be coated with fVllpoof 

c~, A<11092. 

NOTE 6 - J.ol.Htt' leffl' eprlnq bolt nut, •nd 
,,ul 'ttt•• tto. OJ •hould perlo.llcallr 
he Ur,ht.Gnttd aecuroly, 

i;=OSIIIC>N---~' .. , ' ' 
OHN POSIIION - -- - • 

SEE Non(D 

N/1 SUN01£@ I 

,. 

10,0ffl( 

OPIN ,OSIIION , 

6,U/16 I 

l 
511 NOii@ 

ClOSIO POSIIION 

SF.E 

NOTF.@51~ 
41 41 

22 49 

FOi tNSutA1EO 
RAH. StJPPOaf 

V1l\¥ '"/" 41 

Pigure 5. Cylinder Unit Assembly 

$4 

MOO£l 67 CAR lffAlOU C't'I.INOII UNII ASS!Mll 't' (3-;vl" C't'llNOfl SlaOkl J 
fl4-1/l'• & 12" CYUNOtH) MIL SUPIOlfS WIIH()Uf INSUl.ArED I.AIL SfAf 
P\AIU, WUH INSll..At(D MOUNftNG IOUS PEI VIEWS ·r ANO ·z· 01 
WlfHOUf AS SHOWN. 11.SAlOtl SHOWN IN CLOS(D P0$1tK>N. 
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c. cylinder 14-1/2• 

The following parts list for the Model 67 Retarder Cylinder is keyed to 
Figure 6. 

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER 

2 Piston, Rod J792581-004 
3 Piston Follower J792581-073 
4 Packing J067440-0101 
5 Cylinder Head J792581-003 
7 Stat-0-Seal 7100-1/2 J792450 
8 w-12 Soft Black Iron A043021 
9 Bolt J460137 

10 Nut, 3/4 10 UNC 28 HVY J048026 
11 washer, 3/4 Stl. Ml060-75 J047772 
12 Ell, 3/4 MI Galv. J032483 
13 , .. PTCTR 3/ 4 WAB556253 J032924 
14 Ell, 1/2 MI Galv. J032481 
15 Plug, Exhaust J792581-059 
16 FIT - 1650 ALEM Hyd. J039188 
18 cock-BRS Drain 1/8 J032335 
19 tub. Bk. Cyl. NM-7651-2 A041353 
20 Fit. - 1607 Lb. Str. Hyd. J039153 
24 Cylinder J792581-071 
25 Screw, 3/8 x 1 Cup TP Set J050576 
30 Bolt M333085 
31 Bushing M451060-0405 
32 Bushing J792581-072 
33 Bushing M451060-0804 

I 

I 
' 
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l------------1:,jr,,n.-----

lJJ 

fryp ) 
8) 1.41"1.ACC.S 

J032483 
3/4 St. 

z.o! H,T;S.. __ _ ·---

UR451060-020l 
complete with Bushi~gs 
UM.451060-0 40 5 

r----t Bushing 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

z:'Bushing 
H45l060-0408 

II ~· --I 
If I JsK~ ---n11 Bushing 
I ' · M45l060-0804 

~~f7,1+Jj~ 

.. s 
tiN4s1060-0101 
Complete with Bushing 
UM45l060-0804 

Figure 6. Cylinder 14" - Model 67 Retarder Cylinder 
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D. CYLINDER 12" 

The following Parts List for the Model 67 Retarder Cylinder 
is keyed to Figure 7. 

ITEll 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 

14 
15 

DESCRIPTION 

Pet Cock 
1/8" P.T. 90° Lube Fitting 
Piston Follower 
Packing 
Cylinder 
Bolt, 1/2" Seal Washer 
1/2" Pipe Plug 
1/2" M.I. Galv. St. Ell. 
Cylinder Head 
Piston Rod 

~ Bearing 
1/8" P.T. St. Lube Fitting 
Bolt 3/4" x 2-7/8", 3/4" Hex Nut 
Lock washer, Plain St. (Ex. H.) 
3/4" 
Bearing 
3/4" Int. Pipe Thread Protector 

WABCO Part# 

J032126 
J039150 
Ml89107 
J067414 
J792581-119 
J792450 
J79258l-059 
J032481 
J792581-007 
N451060-3601 
J792581-072 
J039137 
J048026 

J047772 
J79258l-068 
J032924 
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